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Underwater City
CROSS STITCH PATTERN READY TO DOWNLOAD, DESIGNED BY Barbara Ana Designs

 

Featuring a mermaid with closed eyes, this design by Barbara Ana, is actually a whole underwater landscape.
Emerging from the mermaids hair is a luxurious world of exotic subaquatic flowers and seaweed, inhabited by fish
and a tiny crab. The mermaid's tail supports a miniature hill-side village, flag flying high, while her scales feature
another miniature seascape, beaten by waves and criss-crossed by little blue fish. The curve of her tail seems to
harbour a miniature sea, with a sailboat entering a bay, while birds fly in the sunset. It is amazing how much detail
the designer manages to squeeze into each pattern, a world within a world. 

 

This time the pattern is worked in a limited palette of blue, evocative of the sea and the reflective, serene mood of
the mermaid. The colors contrast with the warm Taupe color of the Lugana evenweave used. The fabric is from the
Zweigart Splash series, printed with random white dots, evocative of bubbles rising in the surrounding water.
 

A cross stitch pattern by Barbara Ana Designs.

>> see more Summer patterns by Barbara Ana Designs
 

Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
Underwater City

Chart size in stitches: 92 x 136 (wide x high)

Needlework fabric: 25ct Lugana Splash from Zweigart in color Taupe, with random printed white dots (3835-7449)

size of stitched area: 7.4 x 10.9 inch (18.7 x 27.6 cm)

>> View size in my choice of fabric (fabric calculator)

Stitches: cross stitch, backstitch

Chart: color & BW, includes a one-page view for digital devices

Threads: DMC

Number of colors: 4

Themes: ocean, sea, mermaid, blue, fish, flowers, seaside, town

 

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/barbara-designs-underwater-city-cross-stitch-xml-296_302-4206.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/zweigart-25ct-lugana-splash-taupe-38357449-fabric-underwater-city-barbara-pxl-8_57_255.html?adminKey=%25241%252420240611%2524tCuPQT1nrfOwblqIwyahN.
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/barbara-summer-cross-stitch-xsl-296_302_735.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/calculette-de-toile.php?products_id=4206&w=92&h=136


>> see all patterns with Mermaids (all designers)

>> see all Seaside patterns (all designers)
 

All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.

Link to the product

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/mermaid-cross-stitch-pattern-xsl-285_648.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/seas-boats-fish-xsl-211_277.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/barbara-designs-underwater-city-cross-stitch-xml-296_302-4206.html

